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i.

Executive Summary

Background to the maths graduate recruitment incentive awards
Following the success of the first call for proposals there was a second call in December
2014 followed by a final call for proposals in March 2015; awards of £20,000 were made to
colleges and ITPs who recruit a graduate maths teacher or £30,000 for those who recruit a
graduate maths teacher and will be sharing their teaching expertise with nearby institutions.
The awards were intended to incentivise colleges and independent providers to develop
solutions to the challenge of attracting graduate maths teachers into the FE and ITP
workforce:




recruiting 280 new maths teachers into the FE and Skills workforce
delivering a reach of 220 awards being distributed to 178 different providers
across all nine English regions
 events and support activities provided achieving 99% satisfaction rating
 an estimated 90% of respondents are currently still employing their recruits; in
addition to the recruitment the scheme has also delivered significant impact by
being the enabling factor in providing the considerable ongoing support and CPD
that is required to turn recruits from being qualified to degree level and an expert
in maths into ‘good or excellent’ maths teachers including: teacher training
(PGCE) and teaching skills development through: work shadowing, co-teaching
and mentoring.
Findings
Over 70% of the recruits would not be in place and/or would not have been trained
as maths teachers if the scheme had not existed. The scheme has provided
evidence that incentive schemes do work; with the caveat that they remain flexible
and well managed, whilst meeting ‘due diligence’ requirements; without becoming
too bureaucratic.
Other learning emanating from the evaluation and monitoring surveys include:
 that teaching maths requires skills other than maths ability and that teaching
ability and other life experiences are also extremely important. A 1st class
Honours Degree in maths is not a guarantee of teaching ability nor absolutely
necessary for the role, but a degree, a good working knowledge of maths (Level
3 or above) and proficient teaching skills are
 the creation and provision of the best opportunities, experience and outcomes for
learners of maths, in multiple settings can be achieved by:
o utilising graduate recruits with the correct ‘skill set’ to undertake the training,
developing and enabling of non-maths, vocational tutors to embed and deliver
maths within the vocational curriculum
o establishing the capacity, through recruiting and training graduate recruits with
the required ‘skill set’, to support learners at all levels including:
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providing intensive learner support, one to one support (this has been
identified as being particularly important in vocational areas where maths has
now become a requirement). The latter has led to more use of small group

work and individualised learning to assess and meet the specific maths needs
of learners




developing learner and staff resources to increase the learning support
materials available to learners
sharing emerging practice with non-maths colleagues across an organisation
in both formal and informal settings
making maths more practical, (bringing it to life!) and embedded by using
innovative ideas tutors have achieved higher first time pass rates



the higher salaries currently offered by Industry and schools for maths graduates is a
significant barrier for maths and maths related graduates as they struggle with the
decision making process of where they want their career to go



providers should ensure that new recruits are not exposed to real work pressures
too quickly – such as being inspected by Ofsted, and being left feeling unsure if
sufficient allowances are made for them being a ‘trainee’ teacher.

Recommendations

Use incentive schemes similar to the Maths Graduate Recruitment Incentive Scheme
to:
 meet the continued demand for additional recruitment in maths teaching
 as a sound model for other vital ‘shortage’ curriculum areas e.g. English and
STEM subjects.
It is also recommended:
 to take up the opportunities of sharing exemplar strategies that are effective
 disseminating to the sector emerging innovative development activities and
resources offered by several providers during the interviews, particularly those
‘showcased’ at the request of Ofsted
 the production of a guide to the successful recruitment and development of
graduate recruits highlighting the successful strategies and potential pitfalls
identified by this scheme
 to review the support given to maths teachers to include pedagogy, behaviour
management and how to develop effective resources to support the delivery of
maths across an organisation
 produce a guide to managing and delivering effectively and successfully: GCSE
maths (and English) and other mandatory subjects to very challenging cohorts of
learners in difficult circumstance.
In summary, there is much to be learned from this very successful project, significant
innovative elements of which should be developed and shared with the sector in a
manner which is immediately useful and appropriate to the needs of the broad range
of providers, new maths recruits, existing maths and vocational tutors.
There is a specific need to support mangers to manage the delivery of the new
GCSE maths curriculum, core maths and Functional Skills and the motivation and
behaviour issues emerging that are associated with the increasing and large
numbers of resistant learners and the mandatory requirements of the curriculum.
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1.0

Introduction

Beginning in March 2014 the Foundation, issued three calls for proposals from
Further Education and Training providers for submissions to receive maths
graduate recruitment incentive awards.
The scope of the awards included attracting appropriately qualified non-teaching
staff to specialise in teaching maths, graduates who wish to change career and
newly qualified graduates. To qualify for the award the recruit(s) were required to be
a maths graduate though the following was also considered:




graduate in a subject with a high proportion of maths content
graduate with a specialist teaching qualification in maths or willing to
undertake such qualification in the first year of appointment
graduate (any subject) with an additional qualification to level 3 or above in
maths

Ultimately, the key objective was that the proposals for projects needed to contribute
to the government’s main workforce strategy targets for increasing the number of
graduate maths teachers by contributing to improved recruitment, development and
retention of maths teachers in the FE.

1.1

Research context

The analysis of the outcome element of this study has taken cognisance of the data
collected with the subsequent analysis detailed in the Tribal Education Ltd, (the
Foundation’s Delivery Partner) Final Report and Angela Saunders’(Foundation’s
Programme Assessor) Final Report. Whilst the final report issued by Tribal focused
significantly on the highly successful process and support mechanisms implemented
to deliver the Incentive awards this study has explored and focused on the impact of
the incentive scheme on the delivery of maths within providers who received the
awards, their graduate recruits and teaching and learning of maths.
The study has also sought to establish to what extent the incentive scheme has
impacted on the ‘Learners’ based in providers who received an award. Though for
many providers the maths results for the majority of learners affected will not be
known until August 2016.
The study has questioned whether the scheme was a key influencer in the decision
making processes of both the providers and graduate recruits. It explored important
questions including: would the current outcomes have been achieved had the
scheme not existed?
Asking the key question ‘...Do Incentive schemes work?’
4

Equally, in examining the impact of the scheme, the study has also considered what
evaluators describe as the counterfactual – can the outcomes really be attributed to
the scheme? What would have happened had the scheme not existed?

1.2

Research aims and objectives

In the ‘call for proposals’ it was specified that the institution receiving an incentive
award, whilst required to meet agreed criteria, should decide on the exact nature of
how the award would be utilised. The study has considered specific examples of
usage and application of the award and the impact this has made on recruitment,
development and retention of the graduate recruit and where possible, on the
learners.
In addition to the telephone interviews and the online survey of providers
representatives the study has gathered information from and the views of the
graduate recruits attempting to establish the influence and impact of the graduate
recruits on the organisation as a whole, but particularly on their learners and other
less mathematically qualified or able teachers/tutors responsible for the delivery of
maths.

1.3

Methodology

The study has gathered information from and the views of the representatives of the
organisations, utilising the Surveys undertaken during the scheme, the final online
survey conducted in March 2016, telephone interviews and one to one interviews
with graduate recruits in addition to two (graduate recruit) focus groups, one held in
London and one in Liverpool. The study has:




explored the incentive scheme’s impact on providers, maths graduates and
learners
considered the retention of staff recruited through the incentive scheme based
on the responses to the online survey and the telephone interviews
sought to establish, where possible, to what extent the incentive scheme has
impacted on the ‘Learners’ based in providers who received an award.

The study has also attempted to answer the following questions:



did the scheme meet what it set out to achieve?
Do incentive schemes work?

An online survey of providers was developed in close collaboration with the
Foundation’s research team was produced and published online on 2 March 2016
by the Foundation, with a challenging target of a minimum of 50 responses. All
recipients of the award were emailed and invited to participate in the survey and due
to the tight time scale, they were also emailed to ask if they would be willing to take
5

part in an interview and make their recruits available to attend a focus group. By the
close of the survey on 29 March 2016 the target was met with 52 responses being
received.
An Evaluation Interview Topic Guide was also developed and agreed with the
Foundation, it should be noted that whilst there were many positive responses to the
request for an interview many providers were unable to be available before Easter
and not until after the report needed to be completed. A total of 35 providers were
interviewed.
A questionnaire was developed and agreed with the Foundation and was utilised in
one to one conversations with graduate recruits and adapted for use during the two
focus group meetings. Many providers were unable to release their recruits due to
closeness of the GCSE examinations.
The focus groups had an overall target of 12 attendees, despite concerns around
GCSE exams the actual number was 7 (London) and 5 (Liverpool) giving at total of
12 which met the target.
The first focus group was intended to be run in a GFE college but was actually run in
a HEI i.e. the in the UCL Institute of Education, London and the second was run
within ‘The Women’s organisation’ Liverpool which includes an Adult Education
centre. In total the evaluation received responses from approximately 40% of the
award holders building on the 95% response rate to the surveys which were required
to trigger the final payment (30% of the award).

2.0

Impact on organisations who received the incentive award

Analysis of the responses from the online survey and the content of the interviews
with 35 providers this study has received almost unanimously ‘positive’ feedback,
even from those who have been unable to retain their recruits. The scheme is seen
by a number of providers as a good example of the Foundation (Government)
directly supporting the FE and Skills sector in a way that meets a very real need.
Whilst the incentive scheme has successfully encouraged organisations to think
more profoundly about the recruitment of graduate level maths teachers training,
development, work shadowing, co-teaching and mentoring have featured strongly in
most interviews and in the Focus Groups.
There are some excellent examples of emerging practise which could be captured
and shared by the Foundation with several offers being made by interviewees who
believed what they had done to be worth sharing.
It is the view strongly and clearly expressed by virtually all those respondents to the
survey and/or interviewed that this incentive scheme has proved to be a very
effective and efficient way to make a significant impact on maths teacher recruitment
issues.
6

During the interviews the ‘non-restrictive and flexible’ approach to managing scheme
was highlighted as a real strength and “...very refreshing...” this was particularly
evident for those who were not experienced at bidding for funds and managing this
type of award.

2.1

Analysis of the online survey

An online survey was designed in close collaboration with the Foundation’s research
department and launched on the Foundations website on the 2 March 2016. The
survey was closed and an analytical report was generated on 29 March 2016.
Overall 52 respondents completed the questionnaire. The report (Appendix 5),
which is also available as a separate PDF file, has been filtered to show the
responses for ‘All Respondents’. In order to meet confidentiality requirements all
names and email addresses have been removed.
The occupational status of those who completed the survey provides a high level of
confidence in the accuracy of the data extracted and the comments made. With the
exception of two respondents the survey was completed by senior or middle
managers, who were responsible for delivering scheme within their organisation for
example:







CEO/Director/Principal/head of Service (17)
Head of department (18)
Manager/co-ordinator (including HR Manager) (14)
Quality Director (1)
Direct support to the Directors (1)
Teacher/tutor/trainer/lecturer (1)

With 68% respondents trailing new methods of recruitment including for example:





University Direct, open events
National and local advertising online
We went to a University’s recruitment day
Different ways of advertising vacancies, using local ITT, MEI and NCETM
networks in particular (For the full list see Appendix 5)

This has led to 23% respondents saying they changed their method of recruitment.
A very important observation is that 77% of the respondents said that they would not
or did not know if they would have recruited for the position if they had not received
the incentive award. This was strongly supported in both the interviews and the focus
groups.
With an estimated 90% of respondents still employing all or some of their recruits,
which in the current climate is a very good retention rate, it would certainly be a
valuable exercise to explore why some providers have been more successful than
others at retaining the recruits.
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Figure One
We are having difficulty in attracting graduate level recruits in maths and English.
35%

33%

30%
27%
25%
21%
20%

15%
12%
10%
6%
5%
2%
0%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree Don't know / not sure

There were several comments made in the focus groups and during conversations
with the recruits that suggest a level of dissatisfaction with the support provided by
their provider (this was a very small minority), which may lead them to looking for
another job outside the sector.
Since employing their graduate(s), respondents have received feedback from a
number of sources on the delivery of their maths curriculum including for example:










via learner voice survey
Ofsted Grade 2 overall – maths was an SSA in its own right
Inspection 1 – 4 March 2016 – Maths is embedded well in vocational learning
Formal observations of teaching and learning, student focus groups
Taking part in the maths grad scheme has boosted team moral and maintain retention
data.
From teaching observations and student feedback
Positive feedback from all
Great feedback on the roles from staff and students
Feedback provided through student survey, verbal feedback from employees and team
members
Improvements in staff competencies (For the full list see Appendix 5)

From the interviews the study has also gathered some very positive feedback from
external sources and learners.
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Figure Two

Is/are your graduate(s) still employed by your
organisation?

No
8%

Yes, some
19%

Yes, all
73%

22% of respondents said their organisation or graduate recruit(s) had received
additional government funding to support teacher recruitment or retention (e.g. the
SFA £20k bursary award or a Golden Hello).
This is quite a low percentage and it emerged as an issue for some of the recruits
during the focus groups with a number feeling that bursaries etc for the FE sector are
not clearly promoted; a number felt they had missed out on potential awards.
(See Appendix 1)
83% of respondents said the maths incentive award enabled their organisation to
provide support/CPD for the recruit that would not otherwise have been available.
This was significant in terms of the success of the incentive scheme with the
importance of support and CPD being reinforced during every interview.
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Figure Three
Did the maths incentive award enable your
organisation to provide support/CPD for the
graduate that would not otherwise have been
available?

No
17%

Yes
83%

There are number of providers who appear to have provided significant support
including ITE, mentoring, co-teaching etc. The importance of the support provided
and CPD opportunities was strongly supported by the recruits themselves during the
focus groups and one to one conversations. (See Appendix 1)
In terms of the impact on learners 46% of respondents strongly agree/agree that
learner results in maths have improved since taking part in the scheme; with 58%
agreeing that learners are more motivated in maths lessons. However, the study
acknowledges that the results for most GCSE maths learners will not be available
until August 2016.
60% of respondents say they are still having difficulty in attracting graduate level
recruits in maths and English though 58% of respondents continue aiming to employ
more graduates. (See Figure Four below and recommendations)
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Figure Four
We are having difficulty in attracting graduate level recruits in maths and English.
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Figure Five
Impact on learners

Learners taught by the graduate recruit have struggled with practical
10%
application of maths.

24%

Learner results in maths have improved since taking part in the
6%
scheme.

40%

Learners are more motivated in maths lessons.2%

Learners are more likely to attend maths lessons.2%

16%

37%

27%

56%

39%

8% 6%

10%

29%

40%

Strongly agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Disagree

Don't know / not sure

17%

8% 6%

14% 6%

The subjects offered by most providers involving the recruits are dominated by
GCSE maths (83%) and Functional Skills (73%), NB. these are aggregated
percentages across all available choices therefore exceed 100%. This is strongly
supported by the focus groups and the interviewees.
It should be noted that GCSE maths delivery was raised as a particular issue by
many providers during the interviews and by the recruits in the focus groups.
(See Figure Six below and Appendix 1)
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Figure Six
What maths subject(s) is the graduate delivering?
90%
83%
80%
73%
70%
60%

60%
GCSE maths
Functional Skills level 2

50%

Functional Skills entry levels and level 1
Subject specific maths Level 3 or above (e.g. engineering, construction etc)

40%

Subject specific maths Level 2 (e.g. engineering, construction etc)
A-level maths

30%

Other

20%
14%
10%

14%

12%
8%

0%

56% of respondents said there have been changes to the teaching of maths as a result of
employing the graduate. This includes for example:


















Making maths more practical and embedded across the curriculum
We have increased the learning support materials available to learners as a
consequence
Consortium tutors have achieved higher first time pass rates based on innovative
ideas
On-going curriculum development
We have been able to introduce more intervention classes
Much more kinaesthetic teaching and linkage to wider world
sharing of current mathematical processes and teaching methods from a maths
degree perspective
More use of small group work and individualised learning to meet needs of
learners
the plan of sharing best practice will begin from April- that will have positive
impact on delivery
Maths lab set up which enables learners to access additional maths support
New Teaching Tools and materials
offering both foundation and higher tier GCSE, Level 3 core maths qualification,
More in-depth SOW with contextualisation
Increased sharing of best practice
Core team identified
Sharing of best practice – more active learning

44% of respondents (see Figure Seven below) said there been no changes to
teaching and learning across their organisation as a result of employing the
graduate. This is a surprisingly high percentage and tends to contradict the trends of
previous responses within the survey, the interview responses and the discussions
within the focus group. It may be that respondents have considered changes to the
12

whole curriculum rather than teaching and learning maths and may be worth
exploring further at a later time.
Figure Seven
Have there been any changes to the
teaching of maths as a result of employing
the graduate?

No
44%
Yes
56%

The respondents were invited to share any further comments or observations
with us examples of their responses are shown below:


The incentive was a great support to Maths focussed work we were doing within
the business at the time and was of real benefit. The individual we recruited
remains in post and his role has developed in line with other skills that we have
identified. He is an asset to our organisation! The scheme has allowed us to look
at the teaching of maths holistically



The scheme has directly enabled better maths delivery and having a dedicated
specialist has proved invaluable. The incentive covered salary for year one which
proved the need and has helped preparation for GCSE delivery



Maths graduates are a complementary resource but high level graduates have a
lot to learn about helping struggling learners who just don’t get key concepts –
there is a huge divide to bridge. If you have never struggled with maths you don’t
initially have the understanding of why others find it so hard.

A final comment from the survey which was reinforced throughout all the interviews
and focus groups:
This is a great scheme and we had more applicants for these positions than
any other maths positions we have advertised previously. What’s more is the
calibre of the applicants was much higher than it is for qualified maths
teachers. More should be done to raise the profile of maths graduates teaching
in FE.
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2.2

Analysis of the conversations with providers

As the interviews progressed it became clear that both the process and ‘nonrestrictive/flexible approach to awards was seen as a real strength. Though the
interviews were scheduled to take a maximum 20 minutes the majority of
interviewees were keen to talk about what they had achieved and how good both
their graduate recruit and their support mechanisms were, leading to some
interviews lasting up to 50 minutes.
A number of providers wanted to share information in the form of case studies and
data files which they thought would enhance the interview conversation and
contribute further to the study; a selection of these are included in Appendix 4.
With exception of two, who were unable recruit/retain their graduate recruit, all the
interviews were overwhelmingly positive, with many comments being made
including:
‘...The money has allowed them to pilot a more robust mentorship programme. Offsted have
asked them to put on a couple of sessions to showcase the processes they’ve put in place.
Sixty organisations represented, attended to find out how they run the GCSE programmes...
Helen offered to provide more information and / or speak on what they have implemented...
This is on the best uses of Government money in our sector at the current time...’
Interview, Runshaw College, March 2016

The above may well be worth following up by the Foundation, given the interest from
Ofsted and the number of organisations who attended the showcase.
The interview with Sue (Lead Service Specialist, Maths and English, Learndirect)
provided very positive feedback about the incentive scheme and a willingness to share
the mechanisms they had put in place to support the recruit (Vikki).
‘...The scheme has been an absolute godsend to us – Vikki is a very valued member of not
just my team but the wider business – I have regular requests from operational leads to get
Vikki involved in a wide variety of maths things.
When we recruited, I insisted that each interviewee did a ten minute micro-teach. The
purpose of this was to identify any potential employees who had a natural flair for teaching.
Vikki stood out in this part of her interview.
Interview with Learndirect, ITP, March 2016
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Included in Appendix 4c is a copy of Vikki’s development plan and reflective report
which provides significant detail as to the utilisation and development of the recruit
within Learndirect and may prove to be a worthwhile example to share with the
sector.
The support activities and provision of ‘maths’ CPD and training to other ‘non-maths’
staff and vocational tutors has emerged as a significant result from the incentive
scheme leading to significant change in the delivery of maths.
Vikki has a master’s degree in maths, and is working towards her doctorate. She is also
working towards her Level 5 Diploma in Education and Training. We are funding the latter for
her.
She is leading on our CPD for GCSE maths tutors, as well as the development of additional
resources for the new GCSE maths specification. She has also taken on English GCSE
development (she has an A level in English language). Vikki mostly works on developing
our tutors, so the impact will filter through to learners too. As this is our first year of delivering
GCSE, we have no benchmark to measure the success of this against, but the tutor
feedback on Vikki has never been anything but positive...’‘...Vikki won an internal quality
award with the citation: “As a new member of the Learndirect team your approach to the
work on the GCSE project has been fantastic! Not only are you advising and supporting our
tutors on the maths delivery of GCSEs, something you are an SME in, you have also offered
your support to the development of the English GCSE design and delivery, something the
team are very grateful for. This agile approach is something we are particularly impressed by
and would like to thank you for your support.”
Interview with Learndirect, ITP, March 2016

Figure Eight

Figure Nine

Has any of the graduate(s) provided CPD and/or
support to other members of staff?

No
42%

Have there been any changes to the
teaching of maths as a result of employing
the graduate?

No
44%
Yes
58%

Yes
56%

The Manchester College provided a different approach to recruiting the graduates
using the award to pay for the two graduates PGCE qualification and their current
mentoring programme. During the interview Gill (who represented the college)
expressed strongly how successful their model had been and kindly offered to
produce a ‘case study’ which is included in Appendix 4b.
‘...We initially recruited one Graduate Recruit through the project in August 2014.
Working in partnership with local HE providers and the Tutor Trust the first intern
was recruited from the talent pool of ‘Tutor Trust’ tutors who had previously worked
15

in Manchester secondary schools.
Our second recruit, 2015/16, was recruited through the University of Manchester,
who coordinated and short listed applications for us through their own internal team.
Both these posts were advertised openly through the college web site and an advert
through our normal recruitment process. Applicants were shortlisted based on the
role description and in line with normal recruitment processes and then candidates
were interviewed and asked to present a short lesson idea as part of the interview on
an area of maths.
Who did we work with & what has the project funded?
The project was supported by the University of Manchester, the Tutor Trust and the
University of Huddersfield (who validates the PGCE programme on which both
recruits have been funded as part of their role).
The PGCE part time programme runs over two years and we have funded the
second year as the recruit was then recruited as a probationary teacher. The
additional funding has allowed us to trial three Tutor Trust mentors in the summer
term prior to recruitment of the second recruit post in September 2014 and to fund
aspects of the ENiGMA project – focused on sharing and developing innovative
approaches to teaching maths across the whole college group...’
Extract from case study provided by Manchester College following the
interview, March 2016 (Appendix 4c)

Another good example raised within the interviews was how Prevista an ITP based
in London had utilised the incentive award to recruit what they believe to be an
exceptional graduate maths teacher which has led to:
‘...Functional skills maths first time pass rate has increased 12% from March 15 to March 16.
We haven’t had any GCSE learners sit their tests yet – this isn’t until June however we are
positive of good outcomes...'
Interview with Prevista, ITP, London March 2016
An extract from Prevista’s 'Mock' inspection report from September 2015 stated:
‘...There has been a well-planned strategy to increase the capacity of the company to deliver
mathematics, with the recruitment of a maths graduate who is delivering GCSE maths, oneto-one sessions in the workplace for childcare apprentices, running workshops, developing
support materials, making podcasts and training/supporting staff to better deliver maths
support to their apprentices.
This was done in conjunction with the ETF and puts Prevista ahead of most similar
providers...’
Interview with Prevista, ITP, London March 2016
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South and City College Birmingham also spoke highly of the incentive scheme, they
produced a ‘Talking Heads’ Case Study, at the end of phase one of the incentive scheme
the first year utilising the two graduates they recruited appears to have been successful:
'...there was a 14% increase in success rates for maths GCSE High Grades in 2014/15...'
Interview with South and City College Birmingham
The current academic year has seen a substantial increase in learner numbers for the
college, this has increased the pressure on the recruits and other staff however, the situation
would have been significantly more challenging had the four recruits not been in place.
‘...In 2015/16, our numbers of GCSE maths students has increased tenfold, which has
applied more pressure to delivery in terms of staff suitability...’
Interview with South and City College Birmingham

In summary the interviews were very positive about the whole process from start to
finish providing examples of some innovative uses of the awards for example:
‘...Math’s teachers contracted to go into local feeder schools to observe year nine and ten
lessons. Building up their ability to deliver the new curriculum. Helps them to understand the
students which will be the next year’s intake...’
Interview with Fareham College, March 2016

‘...very good scheme. Would welcome similar again and for other subjects...’
Interview with Eastleigh College, March 2016

‘...Whole process was very smooth. Large number of applicants, whilst not all fitted the
criteria it was very successful. Our trainee couldn’t have afforded to do the PGCE without
that (Incentive scheme) as a background. It wouldn’t have happened without it...’
‘...Would love it if they did it again!!...’
Interview with Aspire Sussex Ltd, March 2016

A couple of issues that came up several times during the interviews and in Tribal’s
final report, was the timing of the ‘call for proposals’ a small number of interviewees
mentioned that the timing of the awards could have been earlier and suggested
circulating what people are doing now the scheme has finished for example:
‘...Positive way of supporting the recruitment of maths teachers. Came quite late in the day
for us, by the time we got approval. Appointed about June, too late really...’
Interview with North East Surrey College of Technology, March 2016
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‘...Network events (would be useful) for the maths teachers, as a manager I don’t have a
sense of how successful it’s been across the sector. I’d like to know how other organisations
have done, and what they’ll be doing now that the £20k has been spent. Great to have the
money but doesn’t stop the shortage altogether...’
Interview with North East Surrey College of Technology, March 2016

‘...Timing a little out, recruitment sessions run after we’d recruited. Good idea, don’t know
it’s the only solution to the problem. FE can’t compete salary wise with schools... If it came
up again I would definitely do it...’
Interview with Hull Training and Adult Education, March 2016

3.0

Analysis of the impact of the incentive scheme on the
graduate recruits and their learners

Graduate recruit maths teachers were invited to attend one of two focus groups held
in London on Monday 21 March or Liverpool on Wednesday 23 March 2016. A total
of 12 people attended from a range of different organisations (11 organisations in
total) including GFE colleges, ITPs, adult learning and HMI Prisons/Offender learning
organisations.
The group were invited to complete a questionnaire during the discussions and were
invited to discuss the following issues with an assurance that all comments would be
anonymous. (Please see Appendix 1 for full transcript of both focus groups)

3.1

Outcomes of the two Focus Groups and conversations with
Graduate Recruits

How could we attract more to become maths teachers in FE?
Supplementary: How could we:
 raise interest and awareness?
 make it more attractive?
Important issues relevant to the above question that were raised in both focus
groups include:


The groups felt that information about incentives is hard to find, and many
organisations who are offering opportunities for maths graduates to become teachers in
FE are unclear on the wider opportunities themselves and often are not aware of
additional bursaries (such as the SFA bursary). Another group member had come
through straight from their University degree, and because the scheme allowed for
those with a 3rd class honours to participate it had allowed them access to teaching.



To raise awareness and attract more individuals into maths teaching in FE the group
felt that better information about incentives was needed, and although they had
managed to find out about the scheme other may not have been so lucky.
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‘...FE publicity is often overwhelmed by schools opportunities...’

However both of the groups were universally appreciative of the opportunity that they
had accessed, and particularly the more flexible entry requirements (e.g. graduates
from associated subjects with a high level of maths content, and not just 1st and 2.1
and 2.2 class maths graduates).
What professional development are you getting, in terms of maths specific and
teacher training, and who delivers this?
Supplementary: Is it:
 Internal
 The Education and training Foundation?
 Tribal/NCETM (National Maths Centre)
Other? Who
All members of the Liverpool group were participating in continuing professional
development of some sort. This included internal training, external training from the
ETF or NCETM/Tribal and many were undertaking a teaching qualification of some
sort (or were about to). This included:
 PGCE
 Level 5 Diplomas
 Level 5 Numeracy
Again the entire London group were engaged in internal professional development,
some maths specific and some around generic issues such as how to run an
outstanding lesson. Some had also been on NCETM courses to develop deeper
understanding. One of the group had attended an ETF program to understand the
requirements of the new maths curriculum, while another had attended a subject
knowledge enhancement programme at Sussex University.
However the majority of professional development was internal. The group indicated
that support for behavioural management, in various settings, would be welcome.
Recruits also expressed an interest in receiving more support in understanding
course syllabi and curriculum terminology. One of the group has a core role of
developing and delivering CPD to other staff in their organisation.
This was supported by both the interviews and the responses to the survey (See
Figure Ten below)
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Figure Ten
Did the maths incentive award enable your
organisation to provide support/CPD for the
graduate that would not otherwise have been
available?

No
17%

Yes
83%

Is being a maths teacher what you expected? Discuss your experiences
Supplementary - discuss:
 The good
 The not so good
The London group felt generally that overall teaching in FE was what they
expected. Some had sampled teaching in schools, and thought that although
behaviour was still a critical issue in FE, that it was less of a problem.
Others said that they had experienced real pressures with GCSE maths, with the
demands and one year timescale for the curriculum resulting in more didactic
teaching “to simply get them through the material”. GCSE has a lot of content which
is technically focussed, and even between different learners who have a “D” grade
there is still a lot of differentiation needed. Learners may come with is a high “D”
and a low “D”.
The entire Liverpool group said they were enjoying their time as maths teachers in
FE. Although there were also some reservations, they found that the flexibility of
the criteria meant it was easier and more accessible to become a teacher in FE
than in the schools sector, and one group member with a third class honours really
appreciated the access to teaching that FE had given them.
Are you involved in delivering maths CPD to others and what use is made of your
maths skill in the organisation?
Supplementary: Are you:
 Actively helping others?
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What resources do you create and how are they used?

In the London group all recruits were engaged in creating resources or identifying
and repurposing resources from elsewhere. Some had managed to access
resources that had been shared from other colleges which they found useful.
One of the group has a core role of developing and delivering CPD to other staff in
their organisation with a particular emphasis of developing the maths skills of
Functional Skills tutors in their role as maths curriculum lead.
Another in the group also works with L1/L2 Functional Skills tutors to help them
develop their maths skills.
There was a general consensus that teaching maths required skills other than
maths ability, and that teaching ability and other life experience were also relevant.
A 1st class maths honours degree was not a guarantee of teaching ability and nor
absolutely necessary for the role. “What you expect from a good maths teacher
does not rely on subject knowledge alone – and coming from a maths ‘related’
subject can often give it vocational relevance or enable you to put maths into
context. And other life experience count too.”
Within the discussions the comment was made that “Recruits are also exposed to
real work pressures very quickly – such as being inspected by Ofsted, and are left
feeling unsure if sufficient allowances are made for them being trainee teachers”.
Sometimes the “transactional” nature of education means they feel they are
encouraged not to exclude learners who have exhibited ‘bad behaviour’ in order to
keep the numbers. One trainee commented “it’s difficult to instil a love of maths
when it’s all about the qualification”.
In the Liverpool group all recruits were engaged in creating resources as “its part
of the job” and many engaged in peer discussion with others “as members of staff”
on issues such as behaviour management. Resources are generally shared at
meetings, though some were conscious not to give too much away because of the
time involved in development.
One recruit works 1:1 with assessors as part of his core role to develop their maths
skills and assist with embedding maths into their delivery. He also develops a lot of
blended learning/digital CPD materials and runs online CPD sessions and webinars
which are recorded so they can be called up and watched later.
Would you be maths teachers in FE without this initiative?
Supplementary:
 Were you even aware that there was an incentive when you joined?
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Now you know, was there an impact? How big?
How could we better let others know?

In the London group all of the recruits felt that the maths recruitment incentive
award has had a huge impact on them and they would not have been a maths
teacher in FE without it. The scheme had provided access and “provided an
affordable route through to becoming a maths teacher”.
Another commented “the position only arose because of the incentive”, while
another recruit had tried secondary schools and “would not have returned to maths
teaching at all without the incentive”.
The Liverpool group felt unanimously that the ETF initiative had made it much
more accessible to be a maths teacher in FE. It provided access and funding was
used to pay for training and/or contribute to the cost of ITE qualifications.
The recruitment incentive award had acted as a call to action and “made the maths
teaching placement exist in the first place - it simply would not have existed without
this”. All agreed it has had a huge impact on them.
All recruits said that they wanted to stay in FE, although one wanted to move into a
sixth form environment eventually.

3.2

Analysis of the impact on learners

Though for most providers the GCSE maths results for the majority of their learners
will not be known until August 2016, the study has identified successes in
Functional Skills and many examples of improvement in learner experiences of
maths teaching and learning including for example:







More use of small group work and individualised learning to meet needs of
learners
Making Maths more practical and embedded across the curriculum
Increased the learning support materials available to learners as a consequence.
Tutors have achieved higher first time pass rates based on innovative ideas
More use of small group work and individualised learning to meet needs of
learners.
It’s more focused on the criteria the students are working towards
Sample taken from the online survey March 2016

The above have been reflected in both FE colleges and ITPs for example:
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‘...Functional skills maths first time pass rate has increased 12% from March 15 to
March 16. We haven’t had any GCSE learners sit their tests yet – this isn’t until June
however we are positive of good outcomes...’

An extract from Prevista’s ‘Mock’ inspection report from September 2015 stated:
‘...There has been a well-planned strategy to increase the capacity of the company
to deliver mathematics, with the recruitment of a maths graduate who is delivering
GCSE maths, one-to-one sessions in the workplace for childcare apprentices,
running workshops, developing support materials, making podcasts and
training/supporting staff to better deliver maths support to their apprentices. This was
done in conjunction with the ETF and puts Prevista ahead of most similar
providers...’
3.3

Impact on Learner Motivation

In 2014 Prevista (as part of the incentive scheme) appointed a Maths graduate,
Varunaan Nehru, as our Numeracy Champion. With Varunaan on board Prevista
now provide enhanced numeracy support through daytime, evening and weekend
drop-in sessions for learners on our employability and skills programmes.
Varunaan provides classroom based lessons and intense one-to-one support for
those struggling with maths to help them pass their in-work qualifications or move
into employment. This has had a hugely positive impact on our learners, as
demonstrated by the increase in motivation from the learner in the example below:
‘...Yomi Abrahams was a Prevista Level 2 Childcare Apprentice who was
progressing well with her qualification. However she struggled throughout with the
functional skills element of the qualification...’
‘...This focused and personalised support was augmented by Prevista’s policy of
being only a phone call or email away; this particularly helped in Yomi’s (a case it
meant her sickle-cell disease care could be taken into account when organising
timings of sessions as well as teaching approaches during especially painful times.
After much support from her teacher, (Varunaan – the graduate recruited through the
incentive scheme) and her own persistence and commitment Yomi passed her
maths test on her 6th attempt and has now, against all odds, achieved her full
framework. Yomi comments in her written case study:
“I am so thankful to Varunaan (the graduate recruit), Manuela and Prevista for
helping me through my Maths qualification, without their support it would have never
been possible. I am very proud of myself too, I was very determined to succeed and I
have!”...’ (Appendix 2) Interview with Prevista (and extract from learner case
study), ITP, London
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Another specific example of increased learner motivation was identified in a
telephone interview with Exeter College; whilst this did not make learners like maths
it did help them to see the point and purpose of it in their ‘creative’ vocational area.
This improvement in learners motivation to learn maths, particularly in vocational
subjects has been raised in most interviews and in the focus groups. However, many
of the graduates said they needed more support and training to deal with learners
who remain ‘disengaged, disinterested and resistant to learning maths, particularly
GCSE maths and Functional Skills maths

‘...Exeter College has an internal inspection process and the recent review of the Arts and
Design programme commented on how amazing the work that Elise (Maths Graduate) was
doing on embedding maths into the faculty and how all arts teachers had embraced the
importance of functional skills and incorporated this into the design brief for the learners (e.g.
the use of fractal into design).
Elise has brought her art and maths statistics degree to staff and given them the confidence
to see how their subject can enhance maths skills. This has resulted in some quotes from
students to say they ‘did not really like maths but they can see the point of it’...’
Extract from Angela Sanders, Programme Assessor, observation report
February 2016

In some areas whilst learner motivation has improved and this has been reflected in the
results for last year the increase in the cohort size for this year will increase the pressure on
providers in providing the correct staff with an appropriate skill set.

‘...there was a 14% increase in success rates for maths GCSE High Grades in
2014/15...In 2015/16, our numbers of GCSE maths students has increased tenfold,
which has applied more pressure to delivery in terms of staff suitability...’
Interview with South and City College Birmingham.
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4.0

Findings and Recommendations

4.1

Findings

On the face of it, the totality of the evidence gathered in the course of the project,
through the monitoring surveys from all phases and specifically this evaluation study,
forms a very positive picture of the success of the scheme.
However, the scheme has not provided a total solution to the shortage of qualified
maths teachers. There is a large majority of providers (60%) who whilst having
successfully recruited, still need to recruit further. This need has also been
identified both as difficulty and as a requirement for the delivery of English and
STEM subjects in addition to being a continued need for graduate maths teachers.
Figure One

We are having difficulty in attracting graduate level recruits in maths and English.
35%

33%

30%
27%
25%
21%
20%

15%
12%
10%
6%
5%
2%
0%
Strongly agree

4.2

Agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree Don't know / not sure

Change attributable to the incentive scheme

Whilst key measures relating to the reach, impact and satisfaction elements of the
evaluations have in many cases been significant; the project has also instigated and
supported significant change in many providers not only in their approach to the
successful recruitment of graduate maths teachers but many providers have used
the award funding to develop their graduate recruit(s) to become pedagogically
knowledgeable and skilled maths teachers.
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Figure Eleven
Have there been any changes to the
teaching of maths as a result of employing
the graduate?

No
44%
Yes
56%

From the interviews and focus groups it is evident that many of these changes
include the embedding of maths across the organisation; having the skill set inherent
in the graduates to be able to develop the maths resources and train good vocational
tutors and the opportunity to develop the pedagogical knowledge and skills of the
graduates through high quality CPD and ITE.
The key findings and learning that can be drawn from the aggregated monitoring
surveys and this evaluation study include:


the ‘Recruitment Incentive Awards Scheme’ (the scheme) achieved very
effectively what it set out to achieve i.e. “to provide an effective incentive to FE
and skills ‘providers’ to recruit to and develop the maths teaching element of the
FE workforce”



the scheme has clearly achieved this change to the workforce by:
o recruiting 280 new maths teachers into the FE and Skills workforce
o delivering a reach of 220 awards being distributed to 178 different providers
across all nine English regions
o events and support activities provided by Foundation’s delivery partner
achieving 99% satisfaction rating from attendees and beneficiaries
o in addition to the recruitment of the graduates the scheme has also delivered
significant impact by being the enabling factor in providing the considerable
ongoing support and CPD that is required to turn recruits from being qualified
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to degree level and an expert in maths into ‘good or excellent’ maths teachers
including:
 teacher training (PGCE),
 teacher training (PGCE * Specialist maths module/unit)



teaching skills development through:
 work shadowing
 co-teaching and
 particularly mentoring.



In many cases both recruitment of the graduates and the CPD activities would
simply not have happened without the funding provided through the scheme



Over 70% of the recruits would not be in place and/or would not have been
trained as maths teachers if the scheme had not existed. Providing evidence that
incentive schemes do work; all be it with the caveat that the schemes remain
flexible and well managed, whilst meeting ‘due diligence’ requirements, without
becoming too bureaucratic

Important learning to be drawn from the scheme includes:


that teaching maths requires skills other than maths ability and that teaching
ability and other life experiences are also extremely important.
A 1st class honours degree in maths was not a guarantee of teaching ability and
nor absolutely necessary for the role, but a degree, a good working knowledge of
maths (Level 3 or above) and proficient teaching skills are



the creation and provision of the best opportunities, experience and outcomes for
learners of maths, in multiple settings can be achieved by:
o utilising graduate recruits with the correct skill set to undertake the training,
developing and enabling of non-maths, vocational tutors to embed and
deliver maths within the vocational curriculum
o establishing the capacity, through recruiting and training graduate recruits
with the required skill set, to support learners at all levels including:
 providing intensive learner support, one to one support (this has been
identified as being particularly important in vocational areas where
maths has now become a requirement).
The above has led to more use of small group work and individualised
learning to assess and meet the specific ‘maths’ needs of learners
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developing learner and staff resources to increase the learning support
materials available to learners



sharing emerging practice with non-maths colleagues across an
organisation in both a formal and informal settings



making maths more practical, (bringing it to life) and embedded across
the curriculum



using innovative ideas tutors have achieved higher first time pass rates



the higher salaries currently offered by Industry and schools for maths graduates is a
significant barrier for maths and maths related graduates as they struggle with the
decision making process of where they want their career to go



providers should ensure that new recruits are not exposed to real work
pressures too quickly – such as being inspected by Ofsted, and being left
feeling unsure if sufficient allowances are made for them being a ‘trainee’
teacher



knowing what to ‘really’ expect when teaching in FE for the first time along
with acquiring ‘behaviour management’ knowledge and skills are vitally
important to new recruits, as is learning how to ‘manage’ difficult learners who
cannot be excluded because of funding/ class number issues.

4.3

Recommendations

Based on the outcomes of this incentive scheme and the continued need within the
sector this evaluation study recommends the continued use of incentive schemes
similar to the maths graduate recruitment incentive scheme to:


meet the continued demand for additional recruitment in maths teaching;



as a sound model for other vital shortage curriculum areas e.g. English and
STEM subjects.

It is also recommended that the Foundation explore the possibility of:


taking up the opportunities of sharing exemplar strategies that have proved
effective



disseminating to the sector emerging innovative development activities and
resources enthusiastically offered by several providers during the interviews,
particularly those ‘showcased’ on behalf of Ofsted



the production of a guide to the successful recruitment and development of
graduate recruits highlighting the successful strategies and potential pitfalls
identified by this scheme
to review the support given to maths teachers to include pedagogy, behaviour
management and how to develop effective resources to support the delivery of
maths across an organisation





produce a guide to managing and delivery effectively and successfully GCSE
maths (and English) and other mandatory subjects to very challenging cohorts of
learners in difficult circumstance.

In summary, there is much to be learned from this very successful project significant
elements of which needs to be shared with sector in a manner which is immediately
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useful to and appropriate to the broad range of providers, their new maths recruits,
existing maths and vocational tutors.
There has emerged a particular need to support mangers to effectively manage the
delivery of the new GCSE maths curriculum, core maths and Functional Skills and
the behaviour issues emerging associated with the large numbers of resistant
learners and mandatory requirements of the curriculum.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Summary of the Two Focus Groups and ‘One to One’
Conversations with Graduate Recruits
Individual beneficiary maths teachers were invited to attend one of two focus groups
held in London on Monday 21 March or Liverpool on Wednesday 23 March 2016. A
diverse group, in terms of gender, ethnicity, of 12 graduate recruits attended from a
range of different organisations (11 organisations in total) including GFE colleges,
ITPs, adult learning and HMI Prisons/Offender learning organisations.
The groups were asked to complete a questionnaire at the start/during the focus
group reflecting on their answers at the end of the meeting. All graduate recruits
were invited and encouraged to discuss the following issues with an assurance that
all comments would be anonymous.
How do you think we could attract more maths graduates to become maths
teachers in FE?
Prompts: How could we:
 raise the interest and FE awareness of Maths/maths related graduates?
 make teaching maths in FE more attractive?
Recruitment - LONDON FOCUS GROUP
The group acknowledged the wide variety of routes that needed to be catered for members of this group have gravitated into teaching through a variety of paths
including volunteer teaching, research, and those who had started on a school
teaching path but decided FE may be better for them. Four out of the seven were in
a full time role, with the remainder part time.
The maths incentive scheme made a route into FE accessible and affordable. One
recruit with an engineering background said that before the scheme “...I hadn’t
realised as an engineer that I could be a maths teacher in FE...” as he wasn’t a
maths specialist and “...there would be others who share a similar view...”
Other recruits shared a similar view before the scheme: “...But because it didn’t say
Maths Graduate in the advert I thought I would give it a go. I did a micro teach
exercise for the interview and they took me on...” Another said “I was a sports
science graduate but had a love of maths and I realised that I could make maths
relevant to sport”.
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One of the group was already an experienced teacher, and the funding has provided
an opportunity to move into maths and provide curriculum leadership for maths
through CPD and ensuring that functional skills tutors develop appropriate skills.
Two of the group were unaware that they had been recruited though a special
incentive, with another in the group “... knowing it was something special but not
quite what...” There was also a lack of knowledge of other funding sources that may
have been available such as the SFA bursary scheme.
The group indicated that more availability of places would encourage others,
particularly welcoming “hands on opportunities which gave you the chance to learn
on the job”. Placements “are an important route, and not just PGCE”. To retain staff
“more attention needs to be given to behavioural management in various settings”.
Also “the funding makes things accessible and affordable, it’s not the absolute
salary- it provides away in”.
Work shadowing and buddy systems would be welcome – as would support through
local networking between recruits as “it’s quite lonely as a newly training teacher”.
Recruitment - LIVERPOOL FOCUS GROUP
The group felt that information about incentives is hard to find and many
organisations who are offering opportunities for maths graduates to become
teachers in FE are unclear on the wider opportunities themselves and often are not
aware of additional bursaries (such as the SFA bursary). One member of the group
indicated that they were looking for an opportunity to teach maths in FE and came
across it in a Google search.
Another group member had been looking on a jobs website and the scheme was
advertised there, and while it was clear that full training to become a maths teacher
in FE would be offered, it was not clear that a job position was not guaranteed until
much later. Another group member had come through straight from their University
degree, and because the scheme allowed for those with a 3rd class honours to
participate it had allowed them access to teaching.
Two of the group were not actually aware until fairly recently that their employment
was being subsidised by the incentive scheme, although they knew the SFA bursary
was being accessed, while others were fully aware that the incentive scheme was
paying for their training but were completely unaware that the SFA bursary may have
been available to them.
Because centres who offer maths teaching opportunities did not necessarily have a
good knowledge of other sources of funding what some of the group felt that they
had potentially missed out on the SFA bursary opportunity. In addition, centres did
not necessarily provide complete and transparent information, or provide clarity and
full details of their offer. This, and the timescale for signing up, meant that some
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participants had to commit to the scheme without a full understanding of what they
were committing to.
To raise awareness and attract more individuals into maths teaching the group felt
that better information about incentives was needed, and although they had
managed to find out about the scheme other may not have been so lucky. FE
publicity is often overwhelmed by schools opportunities. Wider circulation of
information and FE opportunities would be useful in attracting candidates, and
organisations who offer incentives and opportunities to become a maths teacher
need to be much clearer about what the offer is and any other potential source of
funding or support.
However all of the group were universally appreciative of the opportunity that they
had accessed, and particularly the more flexible entry requirements (e.g. graduates
from associated subjects with a high level of maths content, and not just 1st and 2.1
and 2.2 class maths graduates).
Professional Development and support – LONDON FOCUS GROUP
What professional development are you getting, in terms of maths specific and
teacher training, and who delivers this?
Supplementary: Is it:
o Internal
o The Education and training Foundation?
o Tribal/NCETM (National Maths Centre)
o Other? Who
The entire group engaged in internal professional development, some maths specific
and some around generic issues such as how to run an outstanding lesson. Some
had been on NCETM courses to develop deeper understanding. One of the group
had attended an ETF program to understand the requirements of the new maths
curriculum, while another had attended a subject knowledge enhancement
programme at Sussex University.
However the majority of professional development was internal. The group indicated
that support for behavioural management, in various settings, would be welcome.
Recruits also expressed an interest in receiving more support in understanding
course syllabi and curriculum terminology.
One of the group has a core role of developing and delivering CPD to other staff in
their organisation
Professional Development and support – LIVERPOOL FOCUS GROUP
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All members of the group were participating in continuing professional development
of some sort. This included internal training, external training from the ETF or
NCETM/Tribal and many were undertaking a teaching qualification of some sort (or
were about to). This included:
o PGCE
o Level 5 Diplomas
o Level 5 Numeracy
Some of these we being paid for directly from the ETF funding. Recruits who were
attending the L5 diploma felt that this was beneficial over the PGCE, as the teaching
placement element was more evenly spread out over the year and the timing
provided an opportunity to make their teaching more vocationally relevant.
All recruits felt that they were being treated as staff, and that one of the best forms of
CPD that they had was discussions with other teachers, both formal opportunities at
curriculum meetings and informal discussions in staffrooms.
One member of the group whose enrolment on a PGCE was some time after they
had started teaching felt that this meant that they “had to hit the ground running” on
some aspects of teaching, and although they wanted A level teaching, they were
doing a lot of GCSE and vocational maths. They would have appreciated more
support in how to make their maths teaching more vocationally relevant. There was
also general consensus that more support on behaviour management would be
beneficial.
Some of the external training was provided by NCETM. While it was acknowledged
that this generally was a of a good standard, in one case those attending training
were a combination of English and maths teachers and the maths content proved far
too low level and not suitable for several maths specialists already confident with
their own maths skills.
Perceptions of being a maths teacher in FE – LONDON FOCUS GROUP
Is being a maths teacher what you expected? Tell us about your experience
Supplementary: Tell us about;
 The good
 The not so good
The group felt generally that overall teaching in FE was what they expected. Some
had sampled teaching in schools, and thought that although behaviour was still a
critical issue in FE, that it was less of a problem.
Others said that they had experienced real pressures with GCSE maths, with the
demands and one year timescale for the curriculum resulting in more didactic
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teaching “to simply get them through the material”. GCSE has a lot of content which
is technically focussed, and even between different learners who have a “D” grade
there is still a lot of differentiation needed. Learners may come with is a high “D” and
a low “D”.
Those present felt that a L2 Functional Skills was often a “better or more suitable
qualification for vocational learners” but “presents challenges to Maths teachers in
making it vocationally relevant” often requiring them to make links with vocational
specialists.
Perceptions of being a maths teacher in FE – LIVERPOOL FOCUS GROUP
The entire group said they were enjoying their time as maths teachers in FE.
Although there were also some reservations, they found that the flexibility of the
criteria meant it was easier and more accessible to become a teacher in FE than in
the schools sector, and one group member with a third class honours really
appreciated the access to teaching that FE had given them.
There was a general consensus that teaching maths required skills other than maths
ability and that teaching ability and other life experience were also relevant. A 1st
class maths honours degree was not a guarantee of teaching ability and nor
absolutely necessary for the role. “What you expect from a good maths teacher does
not rely on subject knowledge alone – and coming from a maths related subject can
often give it vocational relevance or enable you to put maths into context. And other
life experience count too.”
Support was good, but variable from organisation to organisation. Some PGCE
courses tended to be more academic and theoretical when compared to the L5
Diploma, and real world teaching can be quite different. There are still elements
where recruits feel they are being left to “sink or swim” (e.g. making the curriculum
vocationally relevant in areas where a maths specialist has no experience).
Recruits are also exposed to real works pressures very quickly – such as being
inspected by Ofsted, and are left unsure if sufficient allowances are made for them
being recruits. Sometimes the “transactional” nature of education means they feel
they are encouraged not to exclude learners who have bad behaviour in order to
keep the numbers. One trainee commented “it’s difficult to instil a love of maths
when it’s all about the qualification”.
Recruits were very appreciative of the training opportunity. However for some there
is no guarantee of a long term post, and they are aware that they may have to pay
back the cost of the training if they are subsequently offered a post and decide to
leave.
Your professional role as a maths teacher (so far) – LONDON FOCUS GROUP
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Are you involved in delivering maths CPD to others and what use is made of
your maths skill in the organisation?
Supplementary: Are you:
 Actively helping others?
 What resources do you create and how are they used?
All recruits were engaged in creating resources or identifying and repurposing
resources from elsewhere. Some had managed to access resources that had been
shared from other colleges which they found useful.
One of the group has a core role of developing and delivering CPD to other staff in
their organisation with a particular emphasis of developing the maths skills of
Functional Skills tutors in their role as maths curriculum lead.
Another in the group also works with L1/L2 Functional Skills tutors to help them
develop their maths skills.
The group felt that their organisations were using their maths skills appropriately, but
those in the group involved in delivering GCSE maths felt that “Delivering the GSCE
in a year is pretty tough and it doesn’t allow us much flexibility”. GCSE maths was
felt to be “the biggest turn off by far because of the difficulties of 1 year resits”.
Your professional role as a maths teacher (so far) – LIVERPOOL FOCUS
GROUP
All recruits were engaged in creating resources as “...it’s part of the job...” and many
engaged in peer discussion with others “...as members of staff...” on issues such as
behaviour management. Resources are generally shared at meetings, though some
were conscious not to give too much away because of the time involved in
development.
One trainee works 1:1 with assessors as part of his core role to develop their maths
skills and assist with embedding maths into their delivery. He also develops a lot of
blended learning/digital CPD materials and runs online CPD sessions and webinars
which are recorded so they can be called up and watched later.
Impact: Do you think you would be maths teachers in FE without this
initiative?
Supplementary:
 Were you aware that there was an incentive when you joined?
 Now you know, was there an impact? How big?
 How could we better let others know?
Impact – LONDON FOCUS GROUP
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All of the attendees felt that the maths recruitment incentive award has had a huge
impact on them and they would not have been a maths teacher in FE without it. The
scheme had provided access and “provided an affordable route through to becoming
a maths teacher”.
Another commented “the position only arose because of the incentive”, while another
trainee had tried secondary schools and “would not have returned to maths teaching
at all without the incentive”.
Two of the group had not been aware initially that their recruitment was a result of
the maths incentive.
More could be done to encourage volunteering of experienced retired teachers to
mentor new recruits and share their experience and expertise.
Impact – LIVERPOOL FOCUS GROUP
The group felt universally that the ETF initiative had made it much more accessible
to be a maths teacher in FE. It provided access and funding was used to pay for
training and/or contribute to the cost of ITE qualifications.
The recruitment incentive award had acted as a call to action and “...caused the
maths teaching placement exist in the first place- it simply would not have existed
without this”. All agreed it has had a huge impact on them.
All recruits said that they wanted to stay in FE, although one wanted to move into a
sixth form environment eventually.
Social media may be a useful tool in terms of attracting others into teaching maths,
as long as there were multiple sources for recruitment. Sources could include
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. Those offering placement and recruitment
opportunities should also be encouraged to provide more information up front and
“not be so cloak and dagger about what is actually being offered.”
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Appendix 2
Evaluation Face to Face and Telephone Interview Topic Guide
Briefly explain who you are and why we are doing the survey.

(Suggest filling in name organisation etc - if possible before the interview)
Greeting and brief Introduction
(May be recorded – check permission)
Please ask them to confirm:
 Their name and job/role title


Background to their organisation
o Name
o Size e.g. Number of learners

, ask what they thought of the
process.


Why we need to measure its impact
on the sector.



About the overall scheme i.e. do they
believe that ‘incentive schemes’ work
– are they value for money?



Is their organisation experienced at
bidding for funds? If no:
Was this the first time the
organisation accessed funding in this
way?
What did they think of the process:
(Prompts)
o Initial bidding, for the award
o Ongoing support provided
o Final receipt of funds?
Any other comments about the
process they would like to make?






Recruitment


What methods of recruitment did you
use?



Did you do anything new/different to
your normal processes?



What, if anything, did you learn from
the experience?
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Interviewer Notes and Comments



Who have they recruited?



What were the main qualifications of
the recruit?



Was it difficult?



What activities the recruit has
undertaken?



Has anyone from their organisation
attended any of the Tribal events?

Is the recruit still in post? If no:


why do they think the recruit left the
post?



Do they know if the recruit is still
working as a maths teacher in the FE
sector?



Has the recruit been replaced?
If no:
o what measures, if any, are in
place to replace the recruit
who left?
If yes,


are they a graduate
meeting the same maths
requirement as specified in
the award scheme?

Retention of the recruit(s)
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Did you provide an induction for
the recruit?



If provided, was the induction your
‘standard’ or was it specifically
prepared for a ‘maths teacher’?



What if any is the ongoing support
being provided to the recruit(s)?



Do you think this is working
effectively?



Has your organisation developed
and applied an overall CPD
strategy to support the delivery of
maths?



Is this likely to continue now the
scheme has finished?



Is your organisation tapping into
any other support from the
Foundation?

Open Discussion with provider
Has this scheme had an impact on your
learners?

This is an opportunity to emphasise any
particular aspect of the scheme and/or
include any observations you may have
about the scheme that we have not
covered elsewhere
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Appendix 3
Prevista case study – as an example of ‘Impact on Learners’
In 2014 Prevista appointed a Maths graduate, Varunaan Nehru, as our Numeracy
Champion. With Varunaan on board Prevista now provide enhanced numeracy
support through daytime, evening and weekend drop-in sessions for learners on our
employability and skills programmes. Varunaan provides classroom based lessons
and intense one-to-one support for those struggling with maths to help them pass
their in-work qualifications or move into employment. This has had a hugely positive
impact on our learners, as demonstrated by the case study below.
Yomi Abrahams was a Prevista Level 2 Childcare Apprentice who was progressing
well with her qualification. However she struggled throughout with the functional
skills element of the qualification. Varunaan takes up the story:
“In terms of maths Yomi was working at a level much lower than someone who
should be taking the level 2 and in fact I would have found it difficult to say with
confidence that she was ready to take the level 1”
Prior to Varunaan’s arrival Yomi was overdue in completing her qualification due to
repeatedly failing the Maths test. This had a knock-on effect on her confidence and
therefore her ability to complete assignments for her childcare units. Varunaan
explains how he began to turn the situation around:
“Yomi had issues with confidence in her mathematical ability exacerbated by poor
history with the subject and issues with retaining techniques and knowledge.
Together with her Assessor, Manuela, we drafted a plan of action to meet Yomi’s
learning requirements and needs. This action plan involved Manuela focusing solely
on Yomi’s overdue childcare assignments and myself developing one-to-one lessons
to develop Yomi holistically in terms of mathematical ability rather than focusing
solely on the test”
Varunaan carried out twice weekly one-to-one sessions to aid Yomi’s development,
pulling on Prevista’s extensive resource bank of materials, as well as drafting new
bespoke resources and activities to accommodate her learning. The BKSB online
diagnostic and learning tool was used extensively to help track Yomi’s work outside
of the sessions at Prevista, which allowed Varunaan to develop and plan sessions
around her evolving needs. Varunaan explains:
“As Yomi came closer to being test-ready her one-to-one sessions switched from
mathematical knowledge building to more problem solving content focusing on
identifying, interpreting and analysing questions. This was in order to build critical
thinking skills such as abstraction and evaluating so that when a question she wasn’t
used to came up in the test she would not freeze up and forget everything she
knows”
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This focused and personalised support was augmented by Prevista’s policy of being
only a phone call or email away; this particularly helped in Yomi’s case it meant her
sickle-cell disease care could be taken into account when organising timings of
sessions as well as teaching approaches during especially painful times.
After much support from her Assessor, Varunaan and her own persistence and
commitment Yomi passed her maths test on her 6th attempt and has now, against all
odds, achieved her full framework. Yomi comments:
“I am so thankful to Varunaan, Manuela and Prevista for helping me through my
Maths qualification, without their support it would have never been possible. I am
very proud of myself too, I was very determined to succeed and I have!”
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Appendix 4a
The Manchester College Internship

Graduate Intern – John Hoang working with some of our most experienced teachers to develop on line and blended
learning approaches in maths through the ENiGMA project.

How did we recruit?
We initially recruited one Graduate Intern through the project in August 2014. Working in
partnership with local HE providers and the Tutor Trust the first intern was recruited from
the talent pool of Tutor Trust tutors who had previously worked in Manchester secondary
schools.
Our second intern, 2015/16, was recruited through the University of Manchester, who
coordinated and short listed applications for us through their own internal team. Both these
posts were advertised openly through the college web site and an advert through our
normal recruitment process.
Applicants were shortlisted based on the role description and in line with normal
recruitment processes and then candidates interviewed and asked to present a short lesson
idea as part of the interview on an area of maths.
Who did we work with & what has the project funded?
The project was supported by the University of Manchester, the Tutor Trust and the University
of Huddersfield (who validates the PGCE programme on which both interns have been funded as
part of their role).
The PGCE part time programme runs over two years and we have funded the second year as the
intern was then recruited as a probationary teacher. The additional funding has allowed us to
trial three Tutor Trust mentors in the summer term prior to recruitment of the second intern
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post in September 2015 and to fund aspects of the ENiGMA project – focused on sharing and
developing innovative approaches to teaching maths across the whole college group.
The Graduate Internship Model – part of the ENiGMA project
The Graduate Intern has been involved, from the outset, in the development of The Manchester
College group wide ENiGMA project. Working with colleagues from across the wider LTE Group,
including our NOVUS justice sector provision, and with colleagues in the e-learning team to
develop the use of our Moodle on line platform for GCSE maths. The intern presented his GCSE
Maths Moodle development at the summer CPD conference in summer 2015 and contributed a
case study on the development of e-learning and his work with small groups of students in Q
magazine, distributed across the college, work based learning and prisons education nationally.
This year our intern has attended wider sharing practice maths event in the sub region, as part
of the NW Maths Hub post 16 activity, with the lead for the Core Maths project.
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Jack Clegg(3 from the right) – our second Graduate Intern with colleagues from across the region at our level 3 Core
maths event – March 2016

Outcomes - High quality teachers recruited
An unexpected outcome of the internship and the ENiGMA project is the wider impact on the
recruitment of high quality qualified teachers. This became evident in a recent recruitment of
GCSE teachers. In summer 2015, due to unexpected increase in enrolment of 16-18 year olds,
following low level achievement of high grades GCSE maths and English in Manchester
secondary schools, we needed to urgently recruit additional qualified GCSE teachers for both
English and maths.
Unexpectedly applications for this recruitment round were particularly strong, in contrast to
previous years. At the end of the interview of one candidate when asked if they had any
questions asked “will I have the opportunity to be involved in the ENiGMA project?” It seems
that another teacher, recruited in summer 2015, had attended ENiGMA Take Away sharing
practice events and had encouraged this teacher to apply to the college. This strong candidate
was appointed. Previously we would have had to fill posts through agency staff and in our own
internal review of the quality of agency staff in autumn 2014 we know this leads to a significant
inconsistency in the quality of TL&A(teaching, learning and assessment).

Retention of interns – into teaching posts
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John, our first intern has stayed with us and was recruited into a full time teaching role in
our ESOL department, teaching maths to students (both 16-18 and adults) where English is a
second language. John really enjoys working with his colleagues in the ESOL team and most
importantly for him, students who have barriers to learning. A graduate of University of
Manchester John grew up in Manchester and has a personal interest in developing high
quality learning for all students, whatever their starting point.
Jack is really enjoying the challenge of re-engaging young people in GCSE maths and though
working with learners on GCSE he is also taking a keen interest in higher level core maths –
this is likely to become his area of expertise when he is recruited as a teacher after he has
completed his internship in the autumn term.
The ENiGMA Project – impacting on teaching and learning across the group
The ENiGMA project was developed at a time when the LTE Group was being established
and the project has provided much needed glue that has had signficant impact on improving
quality in Novus, our justice sector provision.
Lesley Littlewood, lead for the Novus aspects of the project, was recently invited to 10
Downing Street to explain what is working so well in teaching English and maths to learners
who have previously not achieved.
We have also recently presented on ENiGMA at the AoC English and maths conference and
are co-leading, with Stockport, on English and maths for the GM Colleges Group.
Next Steps
Going forward the project will broaden to emcompass all areas of the group including our
apprenticeship provision and higher education – this is particularly important for learners
who need additional support with higher level skills and our development of level 3 core
maths and blended learning approaches will be a focus for activity.
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Highly skilled teachers, with both high level expertise in their subject and high level skills in
working in further education and skills, are central to our focus on continously improving
what we do for our learners. Growing our own talent ensures we nurture potential entrants
within our exisitng community of highly effective and experienced teachers, who know their
students well and the context in which they learn. We currently have 10 Tutor Trust
mentors(from local universities) working in the college to support students on GCSE resits
and intend to continue to recruit to our Graduate Internship in 2016/17.

Appendix 4a (Cont...)
ENiGMA
Breaking the code of English and maths for all our learners
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Graduate Intern /Graduate recruit working with some of our most experienced teachers to develop on line and blended
learning approaches in maths through the ENiGMA project.

What is ENiGMA?
ENiGMA is a LTE Group wide1 quality project with a simple aim to improve outcomes for learners in
English and maths through the collaborative development of teaching and learning and the creative
use of new technologies.
ENiGMA was initiated in February 2015, being the key outcome of a two day residential looking at
how to better embed and contextualise English and maths and share resources. Attendees at this
“Practitioner Forum” were all practitioners2, working at different levels within and across the
organisation.
ENiGMA is a teacher led initiative and as practitioners we recognise that teaching and learning is not
a simple set of tasks that can be replicated but a complex process where, as highly skilled
professionals, we use a range of approaches to meet the diverse, and sometimes complex needs, of
learners in different locations and contexts.
ENiGMA is not a “top down” select group of experts sharing good practice with less skilled teachers
but practitioners encouraged, and given time by managers, to work with colleagues to develop
practice collaboratively, building on their own collective experience, knowledge and skills.
The ENiGMA project builds on previous success in taking a collaborative teacher led approach to
improving GCSE English. In August 2013, in response to low success in GCSE English, quality
improvement activities we brought our English teachers together, from across the college, and with
help from external expertise (an Advanced Practitioner and subject lead in Manchester schools),
1

Appendix 1 LTE Group – in this first year this focused on The Manchester College and Novus – our justice
sector provision.
2
Practitioner is used as a term to describe those involved in leading the learning - mainly qualified teachers
but also includes learning support or project workers involved in the learning process with learners
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they reviewed and reflected on their own current practice. This resulted in an immediate change to
qualifications (moving to one language qualification), collaborative and cross college curriculum
planning and rapid improvement in teaching, learning and assessment that has had demonstrable
impact on outcomes for learners, with significant and sustained improvement of high grade success
over a three year period.

Through ENiGMA we have further embraced
and expanded on this collaborative approach,
working across the LTE Group to bring
colleagues from across Novus and core college
together with a common focus on improving
what we do for our learners. Activities have
been diverse but developed with clear focus
under themes (expressing our aims and
objectives) towards our key outcome for 20152016 which is to develop a group wide
“Community of Practice”.

ENiGMA Take Away – November 2015 –
Colleagues from Novus and core college share
their approaches to creative teaching, learning
and assessment.
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Appendix 4b
Maths Graduate Development Plan and a Reflective report
produced by Vikki the graduate recruit at Learndirect (ITP)
Maths Graduate Development plan
On recruitment, we expect the graduate to bring with them: high level maths expertise,
intermediate IT User Skills; a commitment to a profession in teaching and learning and a
willingness to learn.
On joining learndirect the graduate would receive a comprehensive induction to the
company and to their role. They will participate in the Performance Contribution
Framework which supports all learndirect employees with clear expectations about work
objectives, behaviours and competencies. We will also agree a development plan that will
be tailored to the individual’s needs and pace of development. An outline plan is provided
below:
Induction (Weeks 1 & 2) (Introduction to learndirect, their role, the service centre and
maths curricula)











Welcome, meet key colleagues, tour of the building
Complete learndirect employee online induction programme
Complete online compliance training: equality and diversity; data protection;
information security; health and safety
Introduction to learndirect maths curricula, courses and qualifications
Sharing of the team plan
Introduction to the various LMS’s used and their content
Enrolment on L4 Certificate in Education
Qualification induction (learndirect internal training team)
Visit to a learndirect centre and Leicester service centre
Training on Adult Skills processes, platforms and maths qualifications.

Phase 1 (0-6 months)
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Work towards and achieve first qualification
Complete learndirect employee probation period
Initially work shadow, then gradually start to support learners in Adult Skills
Gradually start to provide specialist maths support to support tutors in Adult Skills
Support learners on the GCSE revision pilot
As maths SME, support and input to the development, release, evaluation and
continuous improvement of learndirect’s range of online maths learning and
assessment materials. (Using their maths skills to ensure the content is relevant and
correct. The Learning Service Design team will provide the pedagogic expertise.)




Opportunity to attend external meetings and conferences alongside Maths
Curriculum Specialist for professional development purposes
Project: Create a maths specialist tutor group for internal staff.

Phase 2 (6-12 months)
This will be a period of consolidation and experience prior to enrolment on the teaching
Diploma. If required the graduate could enrol on and complete a Level 3 English teacher’s
certificate (we would assess this at the appropriate point).









Work shadow, then gradually start to support learners from Leicester Service Centre
Start to provide specialist maths support to the Learning Support Practitioners within
the Leicester Service Centre
Act as maths SME to the Learning Content team, including warranty reviews
Introduction to the qualification assurance process and start to work with
Qualification Assurance Managers (QAMs) to standardise and continually improve
the delivery processes of QCF Mathematics Skills and Functional Skills Qualifications
Undertake additional professional development activity as agreed and appropriate
e.g. presentation skills, use of specific IT systems or applications
Start to input to internal and local meetings as Maths SME
Further opportunities to attend external meetings and events for professional
development.

Phase 3 (12+ months)
This will be further developed and shaped in accordance with business strategy, line
manager, mentor and graduate feedback to ensure that the last 12 months are in
accordance with the Adult Numeracy agenda and therefore enhance the skills and
experience of our maths graduate appropriately.
To include, but not limited to:
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Enrol on and complete L5 Diploma in Education and Training (or equivalent)
Work shadow Functional Skills Tutors, then gradually start to support learners within
the Apprenticeship division
Support learners on the EYE apprenticeship framework in their GCSE maths learning
Start to provide specialist maths support to the Functional Skills tutors within the
Apprenticeship division
Provide CPD for maths specialists
Start to provide online and telephone support to staff undertaking L3 Maths Subject
Support qualifications via the learndirect internal training team.
Feed into the evaluation and continuous improvement of learndirect’s Level 3 Award
in Mathematics for Teachers programme
Develop and implement a tutor training programme to up skill GCSE maths tutors in
preparation for the new GCSE specifications for delivery from September 2016
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Start to input to external meetings
Any other additional responsibilities.

Appendix 4b (cont...)

Appendix 4b (cont...)
Adult Skills Placement
Reflective Report

Placement details
As part of my graduate development plan, I completed a three-month placement within the Adult
Skills division. This placement was based in a number of direct delivery centres in the North of
England. In particular, I spent time in the centres in Sheffield, Rotherham, Leeds, Wigan and St.
Helens.
The placement started in May, but was then postponed until July to coincide with the start of
Functional Skills English and maths delivery in Rotherham, Wigan and St. Helens, and with the Leeds
centre becoming part of our direct delivery. From the beginning of July until mid-September, I spent
an average of two days a week in the centres, and was in regular email and telephone contact with
tutors.
In this report, I will give a brief description of a number of issues and concerns raised during my
placement, and suggest ways in which these can be minimised in the future, specifically when
delivery begins in new centres.

Tutor training and preparation
Summary
At the end of May, I attended the English and maths training for the tutors in the North of England,
including many of those that I was working with. The training was detailed and covered all of the
areas that were needed. However, since the tutors were not delivering English and maths at that
time and many of them would not begin delivery for over six weeks, the information was not
retained. This meant that I had to spend a large proportion of my time in the centres revisiting the
process and systems required. Many tutors found online guidance documents difficult to locate, or
too large and intimidating to search through. A notable exception to this is the Learning Assistant
guidance, which gives step-by-step guides to processes, including screenshots, and includes a
Frequently Asked Questions section. A number of tutors also seemed unfamiliar with the correct
channels through which to report problems or ask for clarifications, specifically the Query Handling
Tool.
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Suggested acons and considerations


In-person training should ideally take place at most one month before delivery is due to
begin. Where this is not practical, we should consider scheduling a refresher via WebEx in
the week prior to delivery.



The inclusion of some more general information on the learner journey in the training
and/or guidance documents. The training currently works through every step of the learner
journey in detail. During my placement, I noticed that tutors were sometimes struggling with
the order of these steps, or were missing out certain parts of the journey. I emailed a simple,
one page overview of the learner journey, including all mandatory and optional parts, to
these tutors, and they seemed to find this very useful and referred to it often.



The way in which guidance documents are organised inside Providers Portal should be
reviewed. I am working on a short ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ style document which will
include links to the most important guidance documents, giving tutors an easier way to find
specific information as needed. This will need to be updated whenever files on Providers
Portal are moved or significantly changed.



Using the ‘Learning Assistant’ guidance as a model for any further guidance that is produced.
In particular, we should include simple step-by-step guides and screenshots whenever
possible.



The creation of some WebEx recordings or videos showing a process (for example, booking
an exam) in a step-by-step way. These should be accessible via Providers Portal and would
serve as a refresher of the in-person training.

The centres
Layout
The setup and layout of the five centres that I visited varied. All centres appeared to be set up in a
way which allowed their learners to access individual computers and work through the online
learning, while being in the same room as a tutor, allowing them to receive further individual
guidance as needed. All centres had learners on both English and maths and at varying levels, and
these learners were being supervised by the same tutor. Some centres required their tutors to also
support learners on IT or employability courses. This didn’t seem to cause any difficulties for the
tutors, who were experienced in delivering these other courses, and there were no delays or other
problems with the guidance given to the learners.
Some of the centres did not have a designated exam room, due to lack of space or other issues. I did
not witness any Functional Skills exams taking place, but discussions with the tutors indicated that
they were aware of the guidelines for invigilation. One centre was using a screen between learners
taking practice exams and the rest of the room, meaning that the learner taking the exam may have
had to deal with additional noise. Due to issues with exam registration at this centre, no exams took
place during my placement, and I am therefore unsure as to whether this situation was similar for
learners’ actual exams. The centre does have additional space which could function as an exam
room.er systems
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Apart from one centre, which had recently come into our direct delivery from a supplier, all of the
centres that I visited used thin client PCs for the learners. These centres all experienced the
following problems:


Errors with courses not opening from the LSE (‘flashing screen’ error)



Difficulties with (or a complete lack of permission for) printing from learner PCs, meaning
that learners could not print out their gap-fill workbooks, any notes that they made for their
Speaking and Listening assessments, or other useful (if not entirely relevant) documents
such as their CVs



Difficulties with saving interactive pdf documents, meaning they needed to be printed and
filled in by hand



Problems with the saving of learner progress (mainly experienced in IT courses)

All of the tutors that I worked with expressed frustration with the computer systems. These were all
either due to the issues mentioned above, or due to a slow or unreliable internet connection. While
many tutors have found ways of working around some of the issues with thin client, the problems
caused by the internet connections were more difficult to deal with. Some tutors reported that the
videos and other interactive parts of the English and maths courses were unusable at times within
their centres. I also experienced two separate occasions, each in a different centre, where the
internet connection was lost completely. The longest of these outages was around three hours. Due
to the nature of our courses, learners were almost completely unable to make any progress during
this time.


I did not experience any issues caused by flexible cohorts, or roll-on roll-off delivery models.
I have heard anecdotally from tutors that other people in the business (e.g. people doing
observations) have commented negatively when tutors have learners working in a mix of
subject areas or levels in the same room. We should ensure that relevant people throughout
the business are aware of our ideal delivery model, and specifically are aware that we do not
feel that this kind of ‘mixed cohort’ model causes any significant issues for the learners or
the tutors.



The guidance on exam conditions, and the importance of following them, is a very significant
part of tutor training at the moment. This guidance should also be communicated to centre
managers and other relevant staff members. Due to the significant risk caused by improper
exam conditions, we should make sure that this guidance is regularly reiterated, and that we
take opportunities to look at exam conditions in centres whenever they occur.



All future content releases should be thoroughly tested on thin client computers before
being rolled out.



Internet connection speed should be monitored, and the huge negative effect of loss of or
intermittent connection on our learners should be considered.



Tutors should be encouraged to have offline access to the worksheets and factsheets
contained inside the new English and maths content. As printers in most centres are
accessed via the wireless network, this means that they should have hard copies available.
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Learners could then be given these as consolidation of previous learning in the event of a
loss of internet connection.


Ideally, a version of the English and maths content which can be accessed directly from a
computer and without an internet connection should be developed. This would obviously
not save learners’ progress, and would contain all learning at all levels, but it could be used
as a backup in the event of a problem with internet connectivity.

Other considerations


While I was visiting the centres, there was an issue with Learning Assistant, meaning that
learners could not be booked onto exams. This caused a delay for a number of learners,
most significantly those from the Leeds centre. This problem was eventually solved, but it
was a long process. When new centres begin delivery, we should consider putting a test
learner through all of the systems up to booking an exam and confirming that a PIN is
generated. This would ensure that the tutor has the correct access to all of the required
systems, and that the centre is also set up correctly. The problems experienced by these
centres not only caused a delay for learners, but also caused confusion and a lack of
confidence in the systems for our tutors.



Tutors seem reluctant to use the Query Handling Tool when they have problems, preferring
to send a direct email to someone, even when that person may not be the correct contact in
that scenario. When asked, some tutors say that they are unsure of how to use the tool, or
unaware of its existence. Tutors should be encouraged to put these issues through the
Query Handling Tool in all cases, and we should ensure that they are fully trained on how to
do this. We should also ensure that queries continue to be dealt with quickly when brought
through the QHT, so that there is no clear benefit to emailing someone directly when a
query should have been raised.

Conclusions
I feel that my time in the centres had a positive impact on the experience of the tutors who were
new to delivering English and maths qualifications. Aside from some problems with computer
systems, the majority of the issues that I experienced could be reduced by ensuring that tutor
training is targeted correctly, and that the guidance available on Providers Portal is clear, easy-tofind and complete. I have given feedback to my team based on the kind of questions that tutors
were asking, and these will be taken into account when future training is planned. I will also use the
Specialist Tutors Working Group to get further tutor input in this area. We plan to use the group to
develop a modular version of the current training for new tutors, and my experiences in centres will
be valuable in this task.
In my experience, issues with computer systems cause the largest amount of frustration for both
tutors and learners. The problem which caused a significant delay with learners being booked onto
exams was, hopefully, a one-off, but other problems with systems and connectivity seem to be
ongoing. As a company that champion online learning, the impression that is given to our learners
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and other stakeholders when we experience this kind of issue should be a real concern. While it will
be impossible to completely eliminate computer problems, we should focus on giving our tutors
realistic options to ensure that a learners’ journey is not delayed more than necessary by these
problems.
Overall, the tutors I worked with were very capable of facilitating learning in English and maths. They
are, generally, enthusiastic and engaging, and this has a very positive effect on our learners. All
learners that I spoke to said that they enjoyed coming to the centres, that they liked the online
courses, and that their tutors were giving excellent support. We need to ensure that the tutors are
given the guidance and equipment that they require to enable them to continue providing the kind
of support that they are capable of.

Personal reflection
As mentioned previously in this report, I feel that my time in the centres had a positive impact on
the experience of both the tutors and the learners that I interacted with. When the idea for my
placement was originally discussed, the plan was that I would spend the majority of my time as a
tutor, working with learners. However, due to the timing of my placement coinciding with the
beginning of maths and English delivery for many of the tutors I worked with, I found that my role
naturally changed to one in which I was mainly supporting the tutors, with limited interaction with
learners.
At the beginning of my placement, I was personally a little unsure of my role, since I had not
previously met many of the tutors, and I didn’t know their level of understanding of the procedures
or systems involved in the delivery of English and maths. I also think that I lacked some confidence in
explaining some of the systems, since I hadn’t had any hands-on experience of them myself. After
spending a few days with different tutors, I became more aware of the general gaps in their
understanding, and was able to answer the majority of their questions. This gave me a lot more
confidence in my ability to support them and meant that I was better able to support tutors I met
later in my placement. If I were to complete another placement in a similar situation, I think that I
would ensure that I spoke to all tutors and centre managers before the placement began in order to
clarify my role, and that I would ask each tutor to complete a brief self-assessment form to enable
me to pinpoint the support that they needed. This would mean that everyone, myself included,
would fully understand why I was there, and give me to opportunity to prepare in advance if they
needed support in a specific area. In fact, when revisiting some centres towards the end of the
placement, I took this kind of approach and I think that the support that I was able to offer was
improved as a result.
One aspect of the placement that I was very happy with was the willingness of the tutors to
approach me for support. I was originally worried that they would see me as someone coming to
‘check up’ on them, or to tell them what to do, rather than someone in a supportive role. I was
therefore very careful in my approach, and made sure to be very friendly and relaxed in my emails
and phone calls with tutors in advance of my visits. However, the tutors were all very open to me
being there and, after I’d visited or spoken to them, felt able to ask me specific questions by email or
by phone. This made it much easier to support them. The feedback from tutors and managers on the
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support that I gave was very positive, and I feel that the introduction of English and maths in the
North went a little more smoothly because of my input.
Although the majority of my time was spent supporting tutors, I also had a number of opportunities
to support learners during my placement. The majority of these were maths learners, although I
worked with a few English learners as well. In all cases, I worked one-on-one with the learners on a
specific area that they were struggling with. I enjoyed these interactions with learners, and it was
especially nice to be able to reinforce their online learning and to use my knowledge of the
qualification to directly support them. It was also good to have the opportunity to support learners
at a much lower level that I have for the last few years, and I quickly returned to the style of
explanation and encouraging support that I used when I worked in a school, which differs somewhat
to the approach that I would take when working the GCSE learners and higher. I received excellent
feedback from the learners that I supported, and feel that I had a positive impact on their learning.
On a number of occasions, a tutor listened in on my explanations, and they seemed happy to be
given an example as to how to explain certain areas of maths, or certain features of the online test
navigation system.
Overall, I’m very pleased with the way that the placement went. I think that I was able to contribute
significantly to the smooth implementation of English and maths in the centres I visited, and I also
learnt a lot about my ability to support others in confidently fulfilling their role.
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Appendix 4b (Cont...)
A Completed Maths Graduate Development Plan
Current Version – 15th January 2016

Induction (Weeks 1 & 2 – 09/03/2015 to
20/03/2015)














Welcome, meet key colleagues, tour of the building 09/03/2015
Complete learndirect employee online induction programme 19/03/2015
Complete online compliance training: equality and diversity; data protection; information security;
health and safety 19/03/2015
Introduction to learndirect maths curricula, courses and qualifications 20/03/2015
Sharing of the team plan 09/03/2015
Introduction to the various LMS’s used and their content
o LSE training 13/03/2015
Enrolment on L4 Certificate in Education
o Cancelled due to late start by internal training team – will enrol directly onto an external L5
course
Qualification induction (learndirect internal training team)
o Cancelled due to late start by internal training team – will enrol directly onto an external L5
course
Visit to a learndirect centre and Leicester service centre
o Visited Leicester 10/03/2015
o learndirect centre visit delayed – none locally are delivering English and maths
o Visited Sheffield centre 11/05/2015
Training on Adult Skills processes, platforms and maths qualifications
o Adult Skills training in Leicester 10/03/2015
o LSE training 13/03/2015

Phase 1 (0-6 months – 09/03/2015 to 09/09/2015)
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Work towards and achieve first qualification
o Cancelled due to late start by internal training team – will enrol directly onto an
external L5 course
Complete learndirect employee probation period 09/09/2015
Initially work shadow, then gradually start to support learners in Adult Skills
o Began placement 11/05/2015
o Placement delayed until maths and English delivery starts in ex-employability
centres
o Placement recommenced 06/07/2015
o Placement completed 18/09/2015
Gradually start to provide specialist maths support to support tutors in Adult Skills
o Began placement 11/05/2015
o Placement delayed until maths and English delivery starts in ex-employability centres
o Took a role in employability English and maths training 27/05/2015









o First meeting of the Specialist Tutor Working Group held 03/06/2015
o Placement recommenced 06/07/2015
o Placement completed 18/09/2015
Support learners on the GCSE revision pilot
o Attended an initial planning meeting 18/03/2015
o Waiting for updates
As maths SME, support and input to the development, release, evaluation and continuous
improvement of learndirect’s range of online maths learning and assessment materials.
(Using their maths skills to ensure the content is relevant and correct. The Learning Service
Design team will provide the pedagogic expertise.)
o Completed a range of GCSE maths formative assessment worksheets 13/04/2015
o Edited a number of Functional Skills maths worksheets to take into account changes to City &
Guilds exams 29/06/2015
o Produced a practice Functional Skills maths activity to take into account changes to City &
Guilds exams 02/07/2015
o Completed a number of GCSE English formative assessment worksheets 27/08/2015
o Assisted in the production of GCSE maths WebEx resources and accompanying learner
handouts - ongoing
o Assisted in the production of GCSE English WebEx resources and accompanying learner
handouts – ongoing
o Will lead tutors in the planning, development and evaluation of the new specification GCSE
maths and English delivery materials
Opportunity to attend external meetings and conferences alongside Maths Curriculum
Specialist for professional development purposes.
o Attended ETF maths graduate day 25/03/2015
o Attended AELP Special Interest Group meeting on Functional Skills 26/03/2015
o Attended ETF maths graduate day 03/07/2015
o Attended Pearson workshop 23/06/2015
Project: Create a maths specialist tutor group for internal staff
o Created scope document for Specialist Tutor Working Group 17/04/2015
o First meeting of the Specialist Tutor Working Group held 03/06/2015
o Further meetings of the Specialist Tutor Working Group held - ongoing

Phase 2 (6-12 months – 09/09/2015 to
09/03/2016)
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Work shadow, then gradually start to support learners from Leicester Service Centre
o Placement began 21/09/2015
o Sat in on at least one webinar for each tutor in both English and maths, and gave
feedback to tutors individually and as a group
o Identified good practice in webinars and fed back to the group of tutors across both
curricula
o Covered a number of English and maths GCSE webinars
Start to provide specialist maths and English support to the Learning Support Practitioners within the
Leicester Service Centre
o Attended GCSE curriculum timetable review meeting 14/05/2015
o Gave individual training on GCSE maths mock exam marking 18/05/2015

o
o
o
o
o
o










Attended regular GCSE planning meetings
Gave individual training on the use of LaTeX for producing maths resources 11/06/2015
Assisted in the creation of GCSE English resources 23/06/2015
Gave individual training on the use of LaTeX for producing maths diagrams 01/07/2015
Giving input and feedback to maths Lead Practitioner on resources created
Attended weekly maths tutor meetings to discuss teaching methods for upcoming
webinars and review previous content
o Planned and delivered LaTeX training for new GCSE tutors 28/10/2015
o Planned and delivered LaTeX diagram training for all tutors 13/01/2016
o Planning GCSE maths new specification training for all tutors
o Planning GCSE English new specification training for all tutors
o Planning GCSE maths exam marking training for all tutors
o Developing diagnostic test for GCSE maths tutors covering the new specification
o Producing GCSE timetable for the new maths specification, with detailed scheme of work
Act as maths SME to the Learning Content team, including warranty reviews
o Already acting as subject matter expert in certain areas (GCSE content creation, changes to
Functional Skills exams). Will take part in warranty reviews as they come up.
Introduction to the qualification assurance process and start to work with Qualification Assurance
Managers (QAMs) to standardise and continually improve the delivery processes of QCF Mathematics
Skills and Functional Skills Qualifications.
o Working with QAMs as part of the English and maths team, as required
Undertake additional professional development activity as agreed and appropriate e.g. presentation
skills, use of specific IT systems or applications.
o Attended Pearson webinars and in-person training events for the new GCSE specifications in
October 2015
o Attending ETF training event on new GCSE maths specification in February 2015
Start to input to internal and local meetings as Maths SME.
o Have already taken this role in various internal meetings – will look for further opportunities
Further opportunities to attend external meetings and events for professional development
o Attended Pearson meetings on GCSE specifications and will reflect on how best to pass this
information on to our GCSE tutors in time for delivery in September 2016

Phase 3 (12+ months – 09/03/2016 to 09/03/2017)
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Enrol on and complete L5 Diploma in Education and Training (or equivalent)
o Enrolled on L5 DET with Jade Solutions 02/09/2015
o Should complete by 01/12/2016
Work shadow Functional Skills Tutors, then gradually start to support learners within the
Apprenticeship division
Support learners on the EYE apprenticeship framework in their GCSE maths learning
o Began placement in Leicester Service Centre 21/09/2015
o Produced additional learning resources, working on feedback from GCSE learners
and tutors
Start to provide specialist maths support to the Functional Skills tutors within the Apprenticeship
division
Provide CPD for maths specialists
o Gave individual training on GCSE maths mock exam marking 18/05/2015

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o









Gave individual training on the use of LaTeX for producing maths resources 11/06/2015
Gave individual training on the use of LaTeX for producing maths diagrams 01/07/2015
Planned and delivered LaTeX training for new GCSE tutors 28/10/2015
Planned and delivered LaTeX diagram training for all tutors 13/01/2016
Planning GCSE maths new specification training for all tutors
Planning GCSE English new specification training for all tutors
Developing diagnostic test for GCSE maths tutors covering the new specification
Plan to deliver further group training in mock exam marking in time for the mock exam
marking phase in April/May 2016
Start to provide online and telephone support to staff undertaking L3 Maths Subject Support
qualifications via the learndirect internal training team.
o Course not currently running – prep starts May 2016
Feed into the evaluation and continuous improvement of learndirect’s Level 3 Award in Mathematics
for Teachers programme.
o Course not currently running - prep starts May 2016
Develop and implement a tutor training programme to up skill GCSE maths tutors in preparation for
the new GCSE specifications for delivery from September 2016.
o Developing diagnostic test for GCSE maths tutors covering the new specification
Start to input to external meetings.
o Have had some small input already – will look for opportunities for further input.

For Appendix 5 (please also see separate PDF file).
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